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This Article explores the relationship between lethality and the right to bear arms, and considers how that relationship might be shaped by the availability of non-lethal alternative weapons. Prior scholarship has asked whether the Second Amendment includes a right to carry non-lethal “Arms.” An important set of related questions remains: does the Second Amendment necessarily include a right to arm oneself publicly with lethal force, if non-lethal alternatives are available? And how should one evaluate the adequacy of those alternatives?

I. INTRODUCTION

Imagine a city passes a weapons ordinance that forbids the public carrying of lethal weapons, but permits otherwise identical non-lethal substitutes. Specifically, the ordinance permits any law-abiding citizen to publicly bear non-lethal weapons. It also permits any law-abiding citizen to carry lethal

---
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weapons, but only to and from the place of purchase or repair, within the person's own home or private property, or in an emergency to prevent imminent injury or death. Any other carrying of a weapon specifically designed to inflict lethal injury, except by law enforcement or active duty military or militia members, is prohibited. Imagine further that the available non-lethal weapons are identical in every way to lethal weapons except that, when properly used, they are incapable of killing. Would this hypothetical ordinance violate the Second Amendment?1 Does the Second Amendment necessarily include a right to arm oneself publicly with lethal force, if non-lethal alternatives are available?2

The answer must begin with District of Columbia v. Heller, in which the Supreme Court held that the Second Amendment protects an individual right to keep and bear arms independent of militia service.3 Although the precise boundaries of Heller remain unclear, the case unquestionably stands for the proposition that some lethal weapons are protected in some places—handguns in the home, for example.4 The point of the hypothetical ordinance is not to suggest that lethal weapons are not “Arms,” nor that currently available non-lethal weapons are adequate substitutes for firearms, but rather to isolate a single variable—lethality—in order to test its constitutional salience. Clearly the Second Amendment right can expand to cover new forms of “Arms.”5 But does the constitutional protection for technological change create a one-way ratchet? Or can the scope of the right also contract if the

---

1 This Article does not address the question of whether the hypothetical ordinance would comply with state constitutional guarantees regarding the right to keep and bear arms. Some states have recently passed constitutional amendments that would subject gun control laws to strict scrutiny. See, e.g., MO. CONST. art. I, § 23 (amended 2014); ALA. CONST. art. I, § 26, cl. a (amended 2014).


4 Id. at 635 (“W[h]atever else it leaves to future evaluation, it surely elevates above all other interests the right of law-abiding, responsible citizens to use arms in defense of hearth and home.”).

5 Id. at 582 (“Some have made the argument, bordering on the frivolous, that only those arms in existence in the 18th century are protected by the Second Amendment. We do not interpret constitutional rights that way. . . . [T]he Second Amendment extends, prima facie, to all instruments that constitute bearable arms, even those that were not in existence at the time of the founding.” (citations omitted)).
“Arms” people seek to bear are rendered obsolete by new alternatives that can effectuate the right with less potential harm to others?

Although the hypothetical is extreme, these are not purely academic questions. They are embedded within one of the most important Second Amendment issues currently percolating in the lower courts: whether the Amendment includes some right to carry firearms in public. Some lower courts have held that the Second Amendment does not protect the public carry of firearms;6 others have held that it does.7 Still others have assumed that the right extends outside the home but have nonetheless upheld the state’s authority to regulate.8 And most courts have held that the government has more leeway to regulate arms in public than in people’s homes.9 The Supreme Court has repeatedly declined opportunities to provide further guidance.10

That is not to say, of course, that lower courts have no doctrinal guidance at all. A two-part approach to Second Amendment questions has emerged in the lower courts. Under this approach, a court “(1) asks whether the challenged law burdens conduct protected by the Second Amendment and (2) if so, [it applies] an appropriate level of scrutiny.”11 The appropriate level of scrutiny, in turn, depends on “(1) ‘how close the law comes to the core of the Second Amendment right,’ and (2) ‘the severity of the law’s burden on the right.’”12 A court confronted with the question of whether the Second Amendment includes a right to publicly carry lethal force would probably employ one of two existing tests typically used in the first part of the two-part approach, both of which trace their origins to Heller. The first

7 See, e.g., Moore v. Madigan, 702 F.3d 933, 935–36 (7th Cir. 2012).
9 See, e.g., United States v. Masciandaro, 638 F.3d 458, 471 (4th Cir. 2011) (“[W]e conclude that a lesser showing is necessary with respect to laws that burden the right to keep and bear arms outside of the home.”).
10 Jackson v. City & Cty. of S.F., 135 S. Ct. 2799 (2015) (Thomas, J., dissenting from the denial of certiorari); see also Lyle Denniston, New Doubts on Second Amendment Rights, SCOTUSBLOG (June 8, 2015, 12:24 PM), http://www.scotusblog.com/2015/06/new-doubts-on-second-amendment-rights/ [http://perma.cc/P6M7-U7LB] (“[J]ackson is the latest in a string of such orders, declining to clarify the personal right to have a gun, first established seven years ago and extended nationwide five years ago, but not explained further in the years since.”).
11 E.g., United States v. Chovan, 735 F.3d 1127, 1136 (9th Cir. 2013), cert. denied, 135 S. Ct. 187 (2014); Ezell v. City of Chi., 651 F.3d 684, 701–03 (7th Cir. 2011). But see Heller v. District of Columbia (Heller II), 670 F.3d 1244, 1271–75 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (Kavanaugh, J., dissenting) arguing for a categorical test based on text and history.
12 Chovan, 735 F.3d at 1138 (quoting Ezell, 651 F.3d at 703).
test focuses on history and tradition and excludes from Second Amendment coverage those activities and arms that have long been forbidden.\textsuperscript{13} Concealed carry is a prominent example,\textsuperscript{14} as is bearing “dangerous and unusual” weapons.\textsuperscript{15} The second test, which seems to rely on contemporary practice, excludes arms that are not in “common use.”\textsuperscript{16}

But these two tools are blunt instruments at best. Historical tests do not specify whose history to use, how far back to go, nor the level of generality at which to define the relevant tradition.\textsuperscript{17} Nor is “common use” a simple matter of empirics—one must decide what “common” entails, what kinds of “use” should be counted, and how to deal with the circularity of establishing constitutional protection based on how heavily something has been regulated in the past.\textsuperscript{18}

Faced with these complications, a court considering our hypothetical ordinance might well take a third route and base its decision on the significance of the burden on the prospective arms-bearer. Such an analysis is embedded in the second part of the two-part approach to Second Amendment questions: whether a burden can be justified under the appropriate level of scrutiny.

Courts that use this test inevitably must consider the adequacy of alternative modes of conduct left open to the individual, because the significance of a burden on protected activity typically depends on what types of related activity remain available.\textsuperscript{19} Such adequate alternatives analysis is familiar in First Amendment doctrine, where it is used to evaluate time, place, and manner restrictions on speech,\textsuperscript{20} and might be deployed in Second Amendment cases as well. The hypothetical ordinance described above can, in fact, be thought of as a time, place, and manner restriction on the right to keep and bear arms—it prohibits the carrying of a certain kind of weapon in public. But if it is a time, place, and manner restriction, then how should a court go about evaluating whether the stipulated alternatives are actually “adequate”? Attempts to answer this question with the standard doctrinal tests quickly lead to further questions. Historical or longstanding along what di-

\textsuperscript{13} District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 626–27 (2008) (“[N]othing in our opinion should be taken to cast doubt on longstanding prohibitions on the possession of firearms by felons and the mentally ill, or laws forbidding the carrying of firearms in sensitive places such as schools and government buildings, or laws imposing conditions and qualifications on the commercial sale of arms.”).

\textsuperscript{14} See, e.g., Peterson v. Martinez, 707 F.3d 1197, 1201 (10th Cir. 2013) (“In light of our nation’s extensive practice of restricting citizens’ freedom to carry firearms in a concealed manner, we hold that this activity does not fall within the scope of the Second Amendment’s protections.”).

\textsuperscript{15} Heller, 554 U.S. at 627.

\textsuperscript{16} See infra Part II.B.


\textsuperscript{18} See infra notes 59–60 and sources cited therein. \textsuperscript{R}

\textsuperscript{19} Infra Part II.C.

\textsuperscript{20} See infra notes 73–75 and accompanying text. \textsuperscript{R}
mension? Common use by whom and for what purpose? Adequate with regard to what? To even ask those questions, let alone answer them, one must have some idea of what values underlie the Second Amendment. Perhaps the relevant consideration is autonomy,21 or personal safety,22 or the prevention of tyranny.23 Each of these values leads to a different conclusion regarding whether, to what degree, and why public carry of lethal “Arms” is protected by the Second Amendment.

This short Article cannot fully map out these three different normative visions of the Second Amendment.24 Its more limited goal is to suggest that even a seemingly straightforward question like whether the Second Amendment protects a right to publicly carry lethal force requires engagement with the norms that animate the right to keep and bear arms. Part II of the Article evaluates the issue through the lens of existing doctrine, with special focus on the historical regulation, common use, and adequate alternatives tests. Part III directly asks the underlying question of how lethality is related to the scope of the Second Amendment right. Part IV concludes.

II. ANALYZING THE HYPOTHETICAL ORDINANCE UNDER EXISTING DOCTRINE

How can one analyze the constitutionality of a law that restricts lethal weapons in public, but permits non-lethal weapons? And of what relevance is the availability of non-lethal alternatives?

In light of Heller, it is tempting to dismiss these questions as either easy or irrelevant. Heller clearly establishes that the right to private possession of some kinds of guns, in some kinds of places, is constitutionally guaranteed.25 A simple syllogism emerges: the Second Amendment covers “Arms.” Some “Arms” are guns. And, since all guns are lethal, some “Arms” must be lethal. Q.E.D.

Even assuming that the premises of the syllogism are correct, it does not answer the question raised by the hypothetical statute, which is not a total ban on “Arms,” but a regulation on a particular kind of carrying: that of lethal weapons in public, in a non-emergency situation, in a world where non-lethal alternatives are assumed to be available. Not all activities involving constitutionally protected “Arms” are covered by the Second Amendment. Some, such as concealed carrying, fall entirely outside the

21 Infra Part III.A.
22 Infra Part III.B.
23 Infra Part III.C.
24 A bit more progress is made in Joseph Blocher & Darrell A.H. Miller, What is Gun Control?: Direct Burdens, Incidental Burdens, and the Boundaries of the Second Amendment, 82 U. Chi. L. Rev. (forthcoming 2016) [hereinafter Blocher & Miller, What is Gun Control?].
25 District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 629 (2008) (“Whatever the reason, handguns are the most popular weapon chosen by Americans for self-defense in the home, and a complete prohibition of their use is invalid.”).
Constitution’s reach.26 Others, such as public carrying, may be subject to increased government regulation precisely because of their public nature.27 The threshold question regarding the hypothetical ordinance would be whether carrying lethal weapons in public places, when non-lethal alternatives are available, is the kind of activity that falls within the scope of the Second Amendment.28 To answer that question, a court would probably try to employ three doctrinal tools: the historical test, the common use test, and some version of an adequate alternatives analysis. The first two tools, history and common use, are explicit in nascent Second Amendment doctrine, and tend to be applied to the first part of the two-part inquiry: that is, whether the Second Amendment applies at all. The third tool, adequate alternatives, is implicit, and would more likely be relevant to the second part of the two-part inquiry: whether a burden can be justified under the appropriate level of scrutiny.

A. The Historical Test

A judge confronted with the kind of statute described in the Introduction would likely first ask whether the law is “longstanding.”29 Such an historical inquiry is the threshold step of what has quickly become the dominant two-part analysis employed by most courts of appeals in Second Amendment cases.30 Under this approach, “longstanding” restrictions—bans on possession by felons,31 for example, or on concealed carrying32—are pre-

26 Id. at 626 (“[T]he majority of the 19th-century courts to consider the question held that prohibitions on carrying concealed weapons were lawful under the Second Amendment or state analogues.”); see also Peterson v. Martinez, 707 F.3d 1197, 1201 (10th Cir. 2013).
27 United States v. Masciandaro, 638 F.3d 458, 471 (4th Cir. 2011).
29 It is possible that the historical test and the test for “longstanding” regulations ask slightly different questions, but for present purposes they can be treated as essentially identical. See Allen Rostron, Justice Breyer’s Triumph in the Third Battle over the Second Amendment, 80 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 703, 715 n.64 (2012) (considering the nature of the “longstanding” inquiry).
31 Heller, 554 U.S. at 626–27. The actual historical record is perhaps less robust than Heller suggests. United States v. McCane, 573 F.3d 1037, 1047–49 (10th Cir. 2009) (Tymkovich, J., concurring) (questioning whether felon-in-possession rules are “longstanding”).
32 See Heller, 554 U.S. at 626; Peterson v. Martinez, 707 F.3d 1197, 1201 (10th Cir. 2013).
sumptively constitutional, and the activities subject to those regulations simply fall outside the scope of the Second Amendment.33

The roots of this approach lie in Heller. There, the Supreme Court blessed as constitutional a wide array of gun control laws, not because of their effectiveness, but because of their historical lineage.34 The majority specifically rejected what it called a “freestanding ‘interest-balancing’ approach,”35 instead using historical practice to identify the permissible scope of firearm regulations. In a passage that has inspired a fair bit of confusion and criticism,36 the majority wrote:

Although we do not undertake an exhaustive historical analysis today of the full scope of the Second Amendment, nothing in our opinion should be taken to cast doubt on longstanding prohibitions on the possession of firearms by felons and the mentally ill, or laws forbidding the carrying of firearms in sensitive places such as schools and government buildings, or laws imposing conditions and qualifications on the commercial sale of arms.37

For similar tradition-based reasons, the Court held that the Amendment permits the prohibition of “dangerous and unusual weapons.”38 In McDonald, which incorporated the Second Amendment against the states, the Court reaffirmed its approval of these forms of gun control,39 and of the historical-categorical approach as well.40

What implications does this historical focus have for the hypothetical ordinance? One can quickly dispense with the proposition that the ordinance violates the Second Amendment because it was not enacted until the twenty-first century. It is implausible that Heller and McDonald froze the regulatory apparatus for lethal weapons exactly as it stood in 1791—in effect, holding that all modern regulations are infringements except those specific regula-
tions, covering the exact weapons, carried in the precise places, that existed in 1791. This argument would be the equivalent of the near-“frivolous” argument that only weapons that existed in 1791 are protected as Second Amendment “Arms.” If technological change has placed more items within the constitutional category of “Arms,” including weapons such as semiautomatic pistols, it seems clear that the regulations of “Arms” were not frozen in 1791 either. Not even the civil jury—a right far more historically “frozen” than the right to keep and bear arms—enjoys that degree of insulation from regulatory innovation.

Nor do Heller or McDonald support such a view. Both said that it is “presumptively lawful” for government to prevent felons or the mentally ill from owning (and presumably carrying) firearms, to regulate the commercial sale of firearms, and to prevent people from carrying lethal weapons in “sensitive places.” The Court offered these regulations only by way of example, suggesting other types of regulations could also be lawful. It seems apparent that the types of regulations that are “presumptively lawful” do not have to be exact replicas of historical regulations.

Further, lethal weapons have often been regulated more stringently in the public square than at home. Prohibitions on the carrying of certain types of weapons (especially those that are both lethal and concealable) and even blanket prohibitions on the casual public possession of deadly weapons all are part of the historical record. One might distinguish these laws on the

41 See Heller, 554 U.S. at 582.
43 Miller, Text, History, and Tradition, supra note 17, at 877–84; see also Colgrove v. Battin, 413 U.S. 149 (1973) (reducing civil jury to six members rather than the traditional twelve is constitutional).
45 Heller, 554 U.S. at 626 (noting that “the right secured by the Second Amendment is not unlimited” but that “we do not undertake an exhaustive historical analysis today of the full scope of the Second Amendment”); see also id. at 635 (“[S]ince this case represents this Court’s first in-depth examination of the Second Amendment, one should not expect it to clarify the entire field.”).
47 See, e.g., An Act to Prevent the Carrying of Fire Arms and Other Deadly Weapons, ch. 52, § 1, 1876 Wyo. Sess. Laws 352, 352 (codified in Carrying Concealed Weapons, Wyo. STAT. ANN. § 980 (1887)) (“[H]ereafter it shall be unlawful for any resident of any city, town or village, or for any one not a resident of any city, town or village, in said territory, but a sojourner therein, to bear upon his person, concealed or openly, any fire-arm or other deadly weapon, within the limits of any city, town or village.”); An Act Defining And Punishing Certain Offenses Against The Public Peace, no. 13, § 1, 1889 Ariz. Sess. Laws 30, 30; An Act Regulating The Use and Carrying of Deadly Weapons in Idaho Territory, § 1, 1888 Idaho Sess. Laws 23, 23. Many of these historical sources can be found in an invaluable compilation created by Mark Frassetto. See generally Mark Frassetto, Firearms and Weapons Legislation
basis that they were seldom or weakly enforced,\textsuperscript{48} that they were superseded by later statutes,\textsuperscript{49} or that a given modern regulation is not truly analogous to the old regulation.\textsuperscript{50} Such is always the case with historical examples. At the very least, there are good reasons to think that longstanding tradition, like current practice, treats lethal weapons differently in public than in the home.

Another way of understanding the scope of the “Arms” that may be carried is by reference to those that existed in 1791. Both the lower court in \textit{Heller}, and the Chief Justice in oral argument, spoke of the “lineal descendants” of “Arms” in common use in 1791 as one way to understand the coverage of that term.\textsuperscript{51} In this formulation, so long as the arm the person wants to bear has an historical analogue, it is presumptively protected.\textsuperscript{52}

This approach might be helpful in identifying some core set of weapons, but it also raises difficult questions. What makes a firearm a constitutionally protected “lineal descendant” as opposed to an unprotected “dangerous and unusual” weapon? Is it some cosmetic feature, like a collapsible stock? Is it some functional feature, like the muzzle velocity? If the latter, what functions are constitutionally salient?\textsuperscript{53} At what point should a court decide that something, although appearing in all other respects like an “arm,” is no longer a Second Amendment “Arm”?\textsuperscript{54} Analogy alone seems

\textsuperscript{48} \textit{Joyce Lee Malcolm, To Keep and Bear Arms: The Origins of an Anglo-American Right} (1994); see also \textit{Heller}, 554 U.S. at 633–34.

\textsuperscript{49} \textit{Cf.} \textit{An Act for the Better Security of the Inhabitants by Obliging the Male White Persons to Carry Fire Arms to Places of Public Worship, § 1 (1770), in 19 Colonial Records of the State of Georgia 137–40 (1911) (requiring white males to bring weapons to church); An Act to Preserve the Peace and Harmony of the People of this State, and for Other Purposes, no. 285, § 1, 1870 Ga. Laws 421, 421 (forbidding same).}

\textsuperscript{50} See \textit{Heller}, 554 U.S. at 632 (distinguishing historical regulations that applied to the firing of weapons).


\textsuperscript{52} See Miller, \textit{Text, History, and Tradition}, \textit{supra} note 17, at 917; Volokh, \textit{Framework}, \textit{supra} note 28, at 1477 (discussing but rejecting this test).


\textsuperscript{54} The word “Arms” in the Second Amendment is an example of a term with “open texture.” In J.L. Austin’s example, a goldfinch that suddenly exploded would raise questions about what society had always understood the word “goldfinch” to mean. See Frederick Schauer, \textit{A Critical Guide to Vehicles in the Park}, 83 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1109, 1127 (2008) (citing J.L. Austin, \textit{Other Minds, in Philosophical Papers} 76, 88 (J.O. Urmson & G.J. Warnock eds., 3d ed. 1979)). Though perhaps not as dramatic as an exploding goldfinch, the massive changes in “Arms” in the past 225 years call into question the boundaries of what might once have been a clear term. In 1791, a musket could typically fire three rounds in a minute. \textit{The Greenwood Encyclopedia of Daily Life in America} 117 (Jolyon P. Girard & Randall M. Miller eds., 2009). Today, even some non-military weapons can fire nine hundred rounds in the same amount of time. \textit{See Justin Peters, This Simple, Legal Add-On Lets an AR-15 Rifle Fire 900 Rounds Per Minute, Slate} (Jan. 27, 2009, 4:33 PM), http://www.slate.com/blogs/
unable to provide solid answers to these questions; to even call something analogous is to presume a relevant similarity, which presupposes some metric of relevance.

If the Second Amendment does not freeze the boundaries of constitutional legislation where they stood in 1791, and if the level of abstraction is indeterminate, then how is an historical analysis supposed to work? One argument may be that many kinds of regulatory innovations are possible, but any regulation that destroys the Second Amendment right in its fundamentals is unconstitutional. This argument leads directly to the question of whether lethality is fundamental to the Second Amendment right. The answer to that question, in turn, depends on what one understands the animating value of the Second Amendment to be, as discussed in more detail below.

B. The Common Use Test

A second way to evaluate the hypothetical ordinance would be through the common use test. Heller suggests that the Constitution protects arms that are in “common use.” Under this approach, a weapon’s lethality would be largely beside the point.

Common use remains a perplexing formulation. The definition is plagued by a central circularity—what is common depends largely on what is, and has been, subject to regulation. If heavy regulation can prevent a weapon from becoming a constitutionally protected “Arm,” then the Second Amendment right seems hollow indeed. Conversely, what is the sense in

56 See Peruta v. County of San Diego, 742 F.3d 1144, 1167 (9th Cir. 2014) (holding that those “rare” laws that “destro[y] (rather than merely burde[n]) a right central to the Second Amendment must be struck down” without any form of means-end scrutiny), reh’g en banc granted, 781 F.3d 1106 (9th Cir. 2015); Miller, Text, History, and Tradition, supra note 17, at 929.
57 See infra Part III.
60 See Heller, 554 U.S. at 721 (Breyer, J., dissenting) (“On the majority’s reasoning, if tomorrow someone invents a particularly useful, highly dangerous self-defense weapon, Congress and the States had better ban it immediately, for once it becomes popular Congress will no longer possess the constitutional authority to do so.”); Lerner & Lund, supra note 2, at
extending constitutional protection only to those guns that the government has not gotten around to regulating?

Even if one could muddle through the circularity problem,61 puzzling questions remain. Common use by whom? Criminals, in particular, commonly use weapons that the law forbids, including weapons specifically designed to be both lethal and indiscriminate. Establishing constitutional protection based on the total range of weapons in circulation—including those used by criminals—would potentially lead to a one-way ratchet. Because the bad guys carry pistols, civilians need pistols; because the bad guys carry AR-15s (to counter the pistols), civilians need AR-15s; and so on. The argument that civilians have a right to “keep up” in an arms race with the bad guys is commonly deployed in both political and legal settings,62 but it seems imprudent (although not impossible) that Second Amendment doctrine depends on what weapons criminals are able to acquire or invent.

Some have suggested that “common use” should be determined not by reference to criminals, but by reference to the professional police force. According to this version of the test, a person should be able to have the same type of weapon as an officer of the law.63 This version of the test at least solves one aspect of the circularity problem, since the metric is the expressed needs of the government to protect its own agents.64 But, of course, police

1394 (“Heller invites the government itself to diminish the scope of a constitutional right by preventing certain arms from being in common use by civilians.”).
61 Cf. Michael Abramowicz, Constitutional Circularity, 49 UCLA L. REV. 1, 61 (2001) (noting that the long-established “reasonable expectation of privacy” test for the Fourth Amendment “is circular, for someone can have a reasonable expectation of privacy in an area if and only if the Court has held that a search in that area would be unreasonable”).
63 See, e.g., Lerner & Lund, supra note 2, at 1411 (“[T]he courts should adopt a presumption that civilians may employ self-defense technologies in widespread use by the police.” (emphasis omitted)); O’Shea, supra note 59, at 391–93; People v. Yanna, 824 N.W.2d 241, 245–46 (Mich. Ct. App. 2012) (holding that a state ban on stun guns violated the Second Amendment and noting that stun guns are criminally and commonly used by law enforcement).
64 See O’Shea, supra note 59, at 391.
officers are “subject to government control,” and receive their firearms only after having been selected, trained, and subject to stringent regulations on their use. This approach also potentially creates an even more troublesome one-way ratchet. If civilians must have the weapons available to the professional police, and the professional police must have arms sufficient to protect them against criminals, and criminals have no regard for any restrictions on weapons, again an arms race occurs in which bad guys define the scope of the Second Amendment. The apparent “militarization” of many police departments suggests that there may be no clear stopping point.

Some might call this ratcheting up of firepower a feature of the Second Amendment, rather than a bug. But again, it is difficult to make that kind of value judgment without some conception of the Amendment’s purpose. If one believes that the Second Amendment exists to prevent government tyranny, then keeping pace with armed government agents could be an essential function of the right. If one believes that the point is to achieve optimal public safety, then widespread possession of increasingly lethal weapons is less an unalloyed good.

A final formulation could be that “common use” means weapons commonly carried among law-abiding citizens for lawful purposes. But, as others have noted, this formulation is subject to serious problems of evidence and characterization. What laws must a person “abide” by in order to gain Second Amendment protection? Do lawful recreational purposes count? Perhaps people might commonly carry bows for hunting—a lawful purpose whose Second Amendment salience is uncertain at best. Does that mean that bows must be considered “Arms”?

Perhaps more seriously, the common use test does not necessarily answer the question presented by our hypothetical, which, after all, is not a ban on any particular “Arm” but on a particular form of public carry. Even if lethal weapons are “Arms” under the common use test, that does not necessarily mean that the Second Amendment treats them equally wherever they happen to be. Second Amendment coverage might depend on a separate set of considerations, or even on a geographically-sensitive version of the common use test. Put in terms of the test itself: common use where? Some weapons commonly seen on the plains of Montana are rarely if ever seen in the

---

65 Id. at 392.
67 Volokh, Framework, supra note 28, at 1479.
68 Id.
69 See Blocher & Miller, What is Gun Control?, supra note 24 (manuscript at 40–42) (on file with authors).
streets of Manhattan. Some weapons may be commonly used to protect the home, but not commonly used in public places.

It seems, then, the common use test is not a straightforward head count of weapons in circulation among the entire population (even if that count were empirically possible72), among police officers, or among law-abiding citizens. “Common use” may have an important empirical component, but framing the question depends on a judgment about the purpose of the right to keep and bear arms.

C. Adequate Alternatives Analysis and the Inevitability of Value Judgments

Neither an historical nor a common use test seems sufficient to evaluate the hypothetical ordinance described in the Introduction. Where, then, is a court to turn?

A third approach would consider not only what is prohibited by the ordinance, but what is permitted. In other words, what alternatives remain open to a would-be arm-carrier? After all, the basic question presented by the hypothetical ordinance is whether publicly carried lethal force is a necessary element of the Second Amendment right. Strictly speaking, to say that something is necessary is to say that there is no alternative for it. The question of necessity can therefore be evaluated through an analysis of adequate alternatives.

Adequate alternatives analysis is a familiar part of First Amendment doctrine. The Supreme Court has long treated time, place, and manner restrictions as constitutional provided that “they are justified without reference to the content of the regulated speech, that they serve a significant governmental interest, and that, in doing so, they leave open ample alternative channels for communication of the information.”73 For example, the Court famously upheld a prohibition on mobile loudspeakers in public streets, because their use caused a nuisance to others, and because various other avenues—“voice,” “pamphlets,” “newspapers”—were adequate to communicate the message.74 This kind of doctrinal analysis presupposes some theory of free speech, because it inevitably depends on some notion of what the alternative must be adequate for. If conveying ideas is the point (as opposed, say, to exercising autonomous choice), then the question is whether there are adequate alternatives available for that purpose. If the point of free

---

72 See Volokh, Framework, supra note 28, at 1480 (discussing the empirical and definitional challenges of such a test).
speech is to further individual choice and autonomy, then it is harder to imagine how alternatives could be "adequate."\footnote{See \textit{Enrique Armijo, The ‘Ample Alternative Channels’ Flaw in First Amendment Doctrine} 1 (Elon Univ. Sch. of Law, Legal Studies Research Paper 2015-04, 2015), \url{http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2595188} [http://perma.cc/7WSM-7NXB].}

The analogy to Second Amendment cases is straightforward enough. A court employing an adequate alternatives approach would ask whether a person asserting a right to carry a particular weapon (a lethal one, in this scenario) in a particular place (public, for these purposes) can use other means to effectuate the relevant Second Amendment values, whatever they might be.

Elements of this approach already seem to be emerging in Second Amendment doctrine.\footnote{Jackson v. City & Cty. of S.F., 746 F.3d 953, 961 (9th Cir. 2014) ("[F]irearm regulations which leave open alternative channels for self-defense are less likely to place a severe burden on the Second Amendment right than those which do not.")}, cert. denied, 135 S. Ct. 2799 (2015).\footnote{United States v. Chester, 628 F.3d 673, 680 (4th Cir. 2010).}

The second part of the two-part test described in the Introduction evaluates the significance of the burden on the core of the right—the larger the burden, the stricter the scrutiny.\footnote{District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 629 (2008) ("It is no answer to say, as petitioners do, that it is permissible to ban the possession of handguns so long as the possession of other firearms (i.e., long guns) is allowed.").} From the perspective of the individual, the significance of the "burden" imposed by a particular regulation almost inevitably depends on whether the regulation prevents that person from satisfying a constitutionally salient goal. And that, in turn, depends on whether other means are available to reach the same end. For example, one might plausibly conclude that requiring serial numbers on firearms does not significantly burden the right to keep and bear arms for self-defense against criminals, because a weapon with serial numbers is perfectly adequate for that purpose.

\textit{Heller} is not to the contrary. There, the Court said that having access to a shotgun does not preclude a person from also claiming a right to a handgun.\footnote{See, e.g., Brief for Southeastern Legal Found., Inc. et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Respondent at 17–22, District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570 (2008) (No. 07-290) (listing reasons why “[h]igh-powered rifles are not recommended for self-defense,” including (1) the fact that dialing 911 while aiming one is difficult, (2) they are awkward to get into action quickly, and (3) they are less useful in close quarters (quoting id., Declaration of Massad F. Ayoob, at App. 4)); Brief for Disabled Veterans for Self-Defense & Kestra Childers as Amici Curiae Supporting Respondent at 29–30, District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570 (2008) (No. 07-290) (noting that rifles are more dangerous to keep in the home because of their relative muzzle velocity); Brief for the Heartland Inst. as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondent at 16–17, District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570 (2008) (No. 07-290) (noting that “[t]he vast majority of American gun owners prefer handguns to other firearms for self-defense” and that “the FBI found that handguns accounted for over 83 percent of all firearms used in legally justified defensive homicides by private citizens, while shotguns and rifles together accounted for less than 7.5 percent of such”).} This might be true, given the particular alternatives at issue—many amicus briefs argued that long guns are not an adequate substitute for handguns when it comes to self-defense in the home.\footnote{\textit{Heller} is not to the contrary. There, the Court said that having access to a shotgun does not preclude a person from also claiming a right to a handgun.} But that is simply a function of the alternatives proposed. If other weapons had been available—or if...
technology later makes other weapons available—then the calculation could have come out differently.

Moreover, the hypothetical ordinance is not a ban on any particular class of “Arms,” but a restriction on their use in public. And the Supreme Court’s free speech cases suggest, reasonably enough, that the adequate alternatives inquiry may be more searching when it comes to public activities. In the course of its “adequate alternatives” analysis in City of Ladue v. Gilleo, for example, the Court noted that “[w]hereas the government’s need to mediate among various competing uses, including expressive ones, for public streets and facilities is constant and unavoidable, its need to regulate temperate speech from the home is surely much less pressing.”

It therefore appears that adequate alternatives analysis might offer a way to answer not only the degree-of-burden question for which it is currently employed, but also the threshold question of what kinds of arm-carrying is protected by the Second Amendment in the first place. And yet the question of values remains. In order to evaluate the adequacy of alternatives, one must be able to answer the predicate question: “Adequate with regard to what?” In speech cases, that might mean the availability of other methods for getting one’s voice heard in the “marketplace of ideas.”

In gun cases, the animating values are less clear. The Court has indicated that the “core” of the right is self-defense, but, as Justice Breyer noted in his Heller dissent, “to raise a self-defense question is not to answer it.”

Self-defense might be a Second Amendment value for purposes of autonomy, for purposes of personal safety, for purposes of government deterrence, or some combination of all three. These theoretical questions demand more exploration than can be provided here. The chief aim of this Article is to examine their relevance through the lens of a particular question: what is the normative basis for concluding that the Second Amendment guarantees a right to publicly carry lethal force?

### III. Why Lethal Force? Three Possibilities

Does the Second Amendment necessarily include a right to publicly carry a lethal weapon when non-lethal alternatives are available? Why or why not? A complete answer must involve some understanding of how particular kinds of arms and arm-carrying gain “constitutional salience” for Second Amendment purposes. Coming to this understanding demands some normative vision of the Amendment. The goal here is to identify a few.

---

80 512 U.S. 43, 56, 58 (1994) (striking down ordinance as not providing adequate alternative channels to signs placed in private dwellings).
81 Heller, 554 U.S. at 687 (Breyer, J., dissenting).
82 For a more complete effort, see Blocher & Miller, What is Gun Control?, supra note 24.
of the most likely candidates, and to briefly identify some of their strengths and weaknesses.

A. Personal Autonomy: Bearing “Arms” Includes Bearing Any Weapon a Person Wants to Possess—the Lethality of the Weapon is Incidental

The first possibility is that the Second Amendment is primarily concerned with personal autonomy and dignity, rather than with guns as a means to an end, such as personal safety. The extreme version of this theory would suggest that public carrying of lethal weapons falls within the scope of the Amendment whenever a person believes it does. If autonomy or dignity is a trump in Second Amendment cases, then non-lethal alternatives are simply irrelevant.

Although the practical implications may be startling, the proposition is not inconceivable. Many constitutional rights can be defined, at least in part, by their relation to values of dignity or autonomy. For example, autonomy theory has been particularly prominent in the area of free speech, and typically lends itself to a broad view of which speech activities are protected by the First Amendment. For autonomy theorists, the harder questions are how to exclude activities that might be considered expression by the people engaged in them, but strain the classifications of constitutionally protected “speech.”

If a similar principle of autonomy animates the Second Amendment, then people should be able to decide for themselves what constitutes an “Arm” for Second Amendment purposes, and where and how they should be able to carry it. Under a strong version of the autonomy rationale, individual choices about safety trump every other consideration. Strapping on a dynamite vest no doubt makes some people feel very safe from attack, for example.

And yet, as the dynamite vest example suggests, it is implausible to suppose that autonomy is the sole or even principal value underlying the Second Amendment. It does not accord with current doctrine (nascent though it may be), let alone provide a desirable or even coherent way of
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defining “Arms” going forward. Heller itself stated that “Arms” do not include all firearms,88 notwithstanding individual preferences, even well-reasoned ones. A person with a tremor, for example, may want to carry a short-barreled shotgun because it does not require careful aim. Yet, the Supreme Court said this kind of weapon may be outlawed altogether.89 Clearly, some kinds of “dangerous and unusual” weapons can be banned even if a law-abiding citizen thinks the weapon is most likely to offer her protection.90

Perhaps whatever autonomy value underlies the Second Amendment is subject to limitations or side constraints—individual choice within a limited set of arms, for example. Subscribing to an autonomy view of the Second Amendment does not necessarily mean all forms of gun control are unconstitutional, any more than an autonomy view of the First Amendment means that speakers determine for themselves what constitutes free speech.91 A person might prefer to kill his attacker rather than to wound him,92 but the Constitution does not have to protect that choice.

B. Personal Safety: Bearing “Arms” Includes Bearing Deadly Force, Because It Is Necessary for Safety

A second possibility is that a right to carry arms must necessarily mean a right to publicly carry deadly weapons, because only lethal force offers effective personal safety—either to the arms-bearing individual or to society as a whole.

One way to understand the personal safety theory is as constitutionalizing some version of a “marketplace of violence” rationale.93 The gist of this theory is that the right to keep and bear arms contributes to personal safety by deterring and countering threats. This theory, in turn, has two variants, distinguished by their focus: one variant focuses on arms as a mechanism of

89 Id. at 625 (“[United States v. Miller, 307 U.S. 174 (1939), said] only that the Second Amendment does not protect those weapons not typically possessed by law-abiding citizens for lawful purposes, such as short-barreled shotguns. That accords with the historical understanding of the scope of the right.” (citation omitted)).
90 Id. at 626–27; see also Volokh, Framework, supra note 28, at 1481–82.
91 Daniel A. Farber & John E. Nowak, The Misleading Nature of Public Forum Analysis: Content and Context in First Amendment Adjudication, 70 VA. L. REV. 1219, 1237 (1984) (“Although some people may be unable to express themselves in the exact physical manner, location, or time they find most satisfying, this inconvenience hardly seems a radical intrusion into individual autonomy.”).
93 The rationale bears conceptual similarity to the “marketplace of ideas” model that is so central to the First Amendment. See Blocher & Miller, What is Gun Control?, supra note 24 (manuscript at 52–55) (on file with authors); Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
self-defense that can ensure the safety of the gun-carrying individual; the other focuses on the benefits to society as a whole.

These two versions of the personal safety argument take different approaches to the potential externalities imposed by the public carrying of weapons. On a strong version of the individual-based view, one might argue that the externalities of guns are constitutionally irrelevant, in much the same way that free speech typically cannot be limited solely because of its actual or potential offensiveness.94 The social-benefit approach, by contrast, does not ignore externalities—it is predicated on them. The central idea of this approach, after all, is that gun ownership produces positive externalities by deterring potential miscreants, thus benefiting even those who are not armed.95

The primary assumption of the individual-based version of the personal safety argument—that externalities are entirely irrelevant—is difficult to sustain. As Justice Stevens pointed out in McDonald, “[y]our interest in keeping and bearing a certain firearm may diminish my interest in being and feeling safe from armed violence.”96 The latter might not automatically trump the former—at the very least, constitutional rights are insulated against unweighted interest-balancing97—but that does not mean that they must be disregarded altogether. Why is the individual who fears criminals the only moral agent in an environment in which other moral agents fear being mistaken for criminals and shot, or caught in a cross-fire between people asserting a right to bear arms for self-defense?98 And shouldn’t the fact that externalities are most apparent in public, especially in a city or other crowded area, count for something? This is not to suggest that arms-bearing should be constitutionally protected only where it is harmless, but rather that there may be constitutionally salient interests on both sides of the scale.

A proponent of the social benefit approach might acknowledge those negative externalities, and yet maintain that the basic cost-benefit analysis is fixed by the Second Amendment itself. As the Heller majority said, the Second Amendment “is the very product of an interest-balancing by the people” that occurred at the Founding.99 On this view, the Framers determined

---

94 Santa Monica Nativity Scenes Comm. v. City of Santa Monica, 784 F.3d 1286, 1294 (9th Cir. 2015) (“The heckler’s veto doctrine is concerned with the possibility that particular speech will be wrongfully excluded from the marketplace of ideas merely because it is ‘offensive to some of [its] hearers.’” (quoting Bachellar v. Maryland, 397 U.S. 564, 567 (1970))).
97 See District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 634 (2008) (“We know of no other enumerated constitutional right whose core protection has been subjected to a freestanding ‘interest-balancing’ approach.”)
99 Heller, 554 U.S. at 635.
that the positive externalities of a right to carry deadly weapons outweighed the negative externalities in 1791, and this weighing can never be done again.

Even if this is true, it raises difficult questions. Which weapons, and what kinds of arms-bearing, are included in the balance that the Framers struck? Perhaps the Second Amendment included public carry of lethal force in the late 1700s, on the theory that firearms were the only plausible way to achieve optimal safety for each individual and in the aggregate. But, just as technology expands the kinds of weapons useful for that purpose, so too might it limit the weapons necessary for it. If the same optimal level of safety can be achieved through sub-lethal technology, and safety is the primary purpose of protecting arms-bearing, then there should not be any constitutional impediment to the hypothetical ordinance.

Moreover, the historically-defined category of “dangerous and unusual” weapons seems to contemplate a cost-benefit formula in which the inputs may well change. Weapons are dangerous by definition. It is the bearing of the unreasonably dangerous weapon that can be forbidden. To say something is unreasonably dangerous is to suggest that the costs of bearing it outweigh the benefits. This calculation might be different in the home, the street, the country, and the city, and it might also change as new and non-lethal alternatives become available.

Finally, as Professor Robinson has observed, the common law of self-defense, the very “core” of the Second Amendment, itself contemplates certain public policy trade-offs, usually erring in favor of human life and public order. A person is only permitted to use force when necessary to prevent a harm, and then only proportional force, even if it could be shown that everyone would be better off if the person used disproportionate force whenever he felt like it. For centuries, the common law of self-defense required a person in public to retreat before using deadly force, because the government’s interest in preserving life and order outweighed the individual or aggregate value of allowing a “true man” to defend himself without fleeing. If technological advances can accomplish the goals of the common

100 See Robinson, supra note 2, at 253.
101 See Michael S. Obermeier, Comment, Scoping Out the Limits of “Arms” Under the Second Amendment, 60 U. Kan. L. Rev. 681, 701 (2012) (“All weapons are dangerous. If a particular weapon was not dangerous, then there would be little use for it in the first place.”).
102 Cf. United States v. Carroll Towing Co., 159 F.2d 169, 173 (2d Cir. 1947) (basing tort liability on whether the burden of adequate precaution is less than the probability of injury multiplied by the gravity of injury).
103 See Heller, 554 U.S. at 628 (“As the quotations earlier in this opinion demonstrate, the inherent right of self-defense has been central to the Second Amendment right.”)
104 Robinson, supra note 2, at 253 (“The necessary force limitation provides that one may use no more force than is necessary for effective defense, nor use it before the time when it is necessary . . . . The proportionality limitation . . . . authorizes only the use of force that is proportionate to the harm threatened.” (footnotes omitted)).
105 Blackstone said that a person must retreat from an assault as far as he can safely do so before using violence because of “a real tenderness of shedding his brother’s blood” and be-
law of self-defense—the right to self-defense being embedded in the Second Amendment—with less error and loss, then it seems Second Amendment doctrine should incorporate those advances.

In the context of the hypothetical ordinance, the question would be whether the public carrying of nonlethal weapons can vindicate personal safety (individual or aggregate) to the same, or to a sufficiently similar, degree as the public carrying of lethal weapons. With regard to individual personal safety, there are various ways to frame this question.\textsuperscript{106} If aggregate public safety matters, then the question would obviously need to be framed more broadly, but with a recognition that public carry makes the public effects all the more significant.

The relevant empirics are messy and contested. Some researchers find that a broad right to carry firearms has no effect on safety, some show a positive effect, some a negative effect.\textsuperscript{107} Data on the effectiveness of non-lethal alternatives are largely impressionistic.\textsuperscript{108} Police forces routinely use non-lethal weapons in their encounters with criminals, and there is some anecdotal evidence of the success of non-lethal weapons used in a military confrontation.\textsuperscript{109} Again, it seems likely the calculus will differ based on geography, incorporating distinctions between the home and the public sphere, between the city and the country.\textsuperscript{110}

In light of this empirical uncertainty, one important question is who is constitutionally empowered to make the decision about whether a particular form of arms-carrying effectuates public safety. As between the judiciary and the political branches, there may be particularly good reasons to defer to the latter’s superior fact-finding ability. Deference seems especially appro-
appropriate where, as here, technological change is rapid, consequences of error high, and the history and empirics sharply contested.\textsuperscript{111}

There is an even more fundamental challenge, however, which is that the choice should not be made by either courts or legislatures, but by individuals. On this view, people should be able to decide for themselves whether carrying lethal arms makes them—or society as a whole—safer. But it would be odd if it were solely up to individuals to decide what makes them safe. That would make the personal safety rationale collapse into the autonomy rationale, with all of its attendant problems.\textsuperscript{112}

This Article cannot fully resolve these complications. Its more limited goal is to identify some of the questions that would need to be answered in order to evaluate the adequacy of alternatives if personal safety were thought to be the animating value of the Second Amendment.

\textbf{C. Deterring Tyranny: Bearing “Arms” Includes Bearing Everything That Deters Governmental Tyranny, Which Must Include Lethal Force}

A third possibility is that people must be permitted to publicly carry lethal “Arms” because doing so is necessary to deter overbearing government. On this reading, carrying non-lethal “Arms” will never be an adequate alternative to effectively deter a potentially tyrannical government.

This view has intense popular currency.\textsuperscript{113} But conceptualizing the right as necessarily including the public carry of weapons capable of deterring a tyrannical government is difficult to square with Second Amendment doctrine, most of criminal law, and fundamental political theories of the state. \textit{Heller} indicates that guns can be prohibited in “sensitive places,” including “government buildings,”\textsuperscript{114} the very locations a show of force would seem to be most useful if the ability to carry lethal weapons to deter government were a legal right. Similarly, in many states it is a crime to resist an arrest, even an unlawful one, by displaying a lethal weapon, even though such a display would deter lawless government agents.\textsuperscript{115} Treason, the act of bearing arms against the government, is one of the few crimes actually specified in the Constitution.\textsuperscript{116} Even \textit{Heller} seems to minimize the anti-tyranny ratio-

\textsuperscript{111}See Adrian Vermeule, \textit{Common Law Constitutionalism and the Limits of Reason}, 107 \textit{COLUM. L. REV.} 1482, 1522 (2007) (arguing that where change is rapid, political branches are more likely to fashion optimal rules).
\textsuperscript{112}See supra Part III.A.
\textsuperscript{116}U.S. \textit{CONST.} art. III, § 3; see also Joseph Story, \textit{Charge of Mr. Justice Story on the Law of Treason, Delivered to the Grand Jury of the Circuit Court of the United States} 7 (1842) (describing treason as bearing arms “for the express purpose of overawing or intimidating the public,” even where “no actual blow has been struck, or engagement has taken place”).
nates in favor of individual self-defense against ordinary criminals.\textsuperscript{117} Publicly bearing lethal arms to deter government officials may be connected to the Second Amendment, but it is probably best understood as a moral or political claim rather than a judicially administrable constitutional entitlement.

IV. Conclusion

In the course of evaluating the relationship between lethality and public carrying, this Article has tried to illuminate some underlying theories of the Second Amendment, identify their strengths and weaknesses, and suggest that these theories inevitably play some role in such basic questions as what “Arms” may be carried under the Second Amendment. What this Article has not done is establish how much weight these theories should have, as compared to other sources of constitutional doctrine. One can accept the relevance of these theories without thinking that the Amendment’s scope is directly or exclusively defined by its purposes.

Articulating a theory of Second Amendment interpretation is far beyond the scope of this Article. Doing so inevitably raises issues of constitutional method, such as the role of original understandings or expected applications and the relative institutional competences of the judicial and political branches. But no matter one’s approach to constitutional interpretation, the normative questions and theories discussed here will likely prove unavoidable.

Moreover, whatever one’s theory of the Amendment, it seems likely—and sensible—that there is a relationship (perhaps an inverse correlation) between the availability of adequate non-lethal weapons and the constitutional protection of carrying lethal weapons. The hypothetical ordinance illustrates that point by stipulating an extreme condition: that existing non-lethal weapons are a perfect substitute for lethal firearms. In such a world, a right to carry lethal force should have a weakened claim on Second Amendment coverage.

In the real world, non-lethal weapons remain imperfect substitutes. But, if the availability of a perfect substitute (however defined) would change the scope of the Amendment, what about a substitute that is ninety-nine percent perfect? Ninety percent?\textsuperscript{118} It seems plausible that even the availability of adequate alternatives could increase the permissible regulatory space, either

\textsuperscript{117} See David C. Williams, Death to Tyrants: District of Columbia v. Heller and the Uses of Guns, 69 Ohio St. J.L. 641 (2009); cf. Heller, 554 U.S. at 627 (suggesting the weapons most effective against a national government, “M-16 rifles and the like,” can be banned, as opposed to weapons most effective against a common criminal).

\textsuperscript{118} See Lerner & Lund, supra note 2, at 1401–04 (discussing new non-lethal technologies and their effectiveness).
by limiting what counts as an “Arm” in the first place, or by giving the government greater leeway to regulate “Arms.”¹¹⁹

The two roads lead to basically the same result: if there are new technologies with which people can vindicate their Second Amendment rights, policy-makers should have expanded discretion to regulate the public carrying of deadly weapons.¹²⁰ One implication is that political battles over non-lethal, as well as less-lethal, and smart-gun technologies are constitutionally important. If and when non-lethal weapons become better able to achieve the constitutionally salient ends of firearms, the less justification there may be for the Second Amendment to cover the public bearing of lethal weapons.¹²¹


¹²⁰ Whether policy-makers will or should exercise that discretion is of course an entirely different matter.

¹²¹ Lerner & Lund, supra note 2, at 1404 (“[Gun-rights organizations] might fear that the proliferation of Super-Tasers will undermine the case for gun rights. If one can defend oneself effectively with a nonlethal Super-Taser, what need is there to own a lethal gun?”).